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a b s t r a c t

One of the challenges in using wireless sensors that require high power to monitor the environment is
finding a renewable power source that can produce enough power. Sediment microbial fuel cells (SMFCs)
are considered an alternative renewable power source for remote monitoring, but current research on
SMFCs has demonstrated that they can only produce several to tens of mW of continuous power. This
limits the use of SMFCs as an alternative renewable remote power source to mW-level power. Such
eywords:
icrobial fuel cell

ower management
ediment
enewable energy
ireless sensors

low power is only enough to operate a low-power sensors. However, there are many remote sensors
that require higher power, on the order of watts. Current technology using a SMFC to power a remote
sensor requiring watts-level intermittent power is limited because of limitations of power management
technology. Our goal was to develop a power management system (PMS) that enables a SMFC to operate
a remote sensor consuming 2.5 W of power. We designed a custom PMS to store microbial energy in
capacitors and use the stored energy in short bursts. Our results demonstrate that SMFCs can be a viable
alternative renewable power source for remote sensors requiring high power.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Sediment microbial fuel cells (SMFCs) are considered an alterna-
ive renewable power source for remote environmental monitoring
1–4]. A SMFC is a device that consists of an anode and a cathode.
he anode is buried under the sediment, where there is no oxy-
en, and the cathode is placed above the sediment, where there
s oxygen [1,3,5]. Electrons derived from microbial respiration in
he sediments are first accepted at the anode and then transferred
hrough an external circuit to the cathode. The anodic current is
sually generated by the oxidation of sedimentary organic carbon,
nd sulfur compounds [5,6]. The organic compounds in the sedi-
ents are oxidized by colonizing bacteria on the anode surface [5].

ulfate is reduced to sulfide, which is then oxidized to elemental
ulfur, transferring the electrons to the anode. The elemental sulfur

s oxidized to sulfate in the presence of Desulfobulbus propionicus
n the sulfur cycle [7]. Literature studies show that sulfate reduc-
ion is coupled with organic matter oxidation [7–9]. At the cathode,
xygen is the ultimate electron acceptor.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 509 335 6607; fax: +1 509 335 4806.
E-mail address: beyenal@wsu.edu (H. Beyenal).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.099
Most sensors monitoring the environment use either a battery
or solar panels as energy sources [10]. The SMFC is an alternative
energy source to solar panels. The main advantage of SMFCs over
traditional batteries is that they are practically maintenance-free.
The main limitations of SMFCs are their low power generation and
low output potential [11–13]. To increase the power, researchers
have focused on increasing the current by building larger electrodes
[14,15], modifying the electrode materials [16–19], and deliver-
ing additional fuel to the sediments [20]. On the other hand, the
limited output potential of a SMFC cannot be increased by con-
necting multiple SMFCs in series because all of the electrodes are
placed in the same electrolyte solution (water). The output poten-
tials of SMFCs are limited to 300–600 mV, which can be boosted
using DC–DC converters for target sensors [1,21]. However, despite
efforts to increase the current and potential, the average continuous
power from SMFCs is too low to operate remote sensors continu-
ously.

As a solution, the sensors are operated intermittently by stor-

ing microbial energy in capacitors and managing the energy using
a power management system (PMS) [21]. Recently, our group
powered a wireless sensor that consumed 11 mW power, using a
SMFC producing an average of 4 mW power [1]. Similarly, Meehan
et al. [22] generated 5 mW from a MFC producing 250-�W contin-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.099
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:beyenal@wsu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.099
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Nomenclature

C capacitance (F)
DC/DC DC to DC converter
DC/DC1 DC to DC converter #1
DC/DC2 DC to DC converter #2
IESC initial energy storing capacitor
MBR maximum boost ratio
MFC microbial fuel cell
P power (W)
PMS power management system
Pavg average power (W)
Pin input power (W)
Pout output power (W)
SMFC sediment microbial fuel cell
TC transmitter capacitor
TX transmitter
tc time when capacitor is charged (s)
td time when capacitor is discharged (s)
V potential (V)
Vc charging potential (V)
Vd discharging potential (V)
V input potential (V)
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Fig. 1. A sediment microbial fuel cell (SMFC) with microbial anode and cathode
provides energy for the power management system (PMS). The graphite electrodes
placed under and above the sediment serve as the anode and the cathode, respec-
in
Vout output potential (V)
Wc energy stored in the capacitor (J)

ous power [22]. Tender et al. [2] operated two SMFCs in the ocean,
roducing 24- and 36 mW power. They used the MFCs to operate
ensors requiring an average of 18 mW power [2]. The main limita-
ion of all of these systems is that they generate power at the mW
evel and cannot be used to operate remote environmental sensors
hat require watt-level power [1,2,21].

Our goal was to develop a power management system that can
perate remote sensors requiring high power using a SMFC as a
enewable power source. As an example of a sensor requiring high
ower, we selected a wireless sensor that can transmit data up to
0 miles and requires 2.5 W. We deployed and operated our SMFC in
he Palouse River, Pullman, WA, USA. We designed a novel power

anagement system that uses two DC/DC converters and a digi-
al logic circuit to convert low-level power from a SMFC to 2.5 W
ower.

. Materials and methods

.1. Sediment microbial fuel cell

The SMFC was deployed in the Palouse River, Pullman, WA (lati-
ude 46.731◦N, longitude −117.178◦W, elevation 2352 ft). A sketch
f the SMFC used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The anode was
uried in the sediment 0.5 ft below the water–sediment interface.
he cathode was placed about 0.5 ft above the water–sediment
nterface.

.1.1. The electrodes
The anode was made of a graphite plate (Graphitestore.com,

nc.). It was 30.48 cm × 30.48 cm × 2.54 cm, with a projected surface
rea of 0.2 m2. The cathode, which was also made of graphite, had
projected surface area of 1.2 m2. We used insulated copper wires

or electrical connections with both the anode and the cathode. The

opper wires were glued to the graphite using conductive epoxy
CW2400, Circuit Works). The connections were covered with sil-
con rubber to prevent water from contacting the copper wire or
he conductive epoxy. The exposure of conductive epoxy to water
an cause its corrosion. The wires from the electrodes were about
tively. The PMS stores the energy from the microbial reactions and then converts it
to power that is high enough to operate the wireless sensor. The receiver collects
the data.

20 ft long, which was long enough to connect to the PMS and the
wireless sensor placed by the bank of the river.

2.1.2. Characterization of the SMFC
Initially, the SMFC was run without a load. The open circuit

potential (OCP) of the anode and the cathode of the SMFC was mea-
sured against a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) using a digital
multimeter (Fluke® 189). The power generation of the SMFC was
characterized using potentiodynamic polarization with a poten-
tiostat (Reference 600, Gamry Instruments, Inc.) [14]. The power
was calculated as the product of the cell potential and the current
flowing between the electrodes.

2.1.3. Characterizing long-term power generation of the SMFC
To test the long-term power generation of the SMFC, we used the

intermittent energy harvesting method [23]. Intermittent energy
harvesting uses the cyclic charging and discharging of a capacitor.
Previously, we found that intermittent energy harvesting collects
more power from a microbial fuel cell than continuous energy har-
vesting using a resistor [23]. Since the power management system
required a 350 F capacitor to harvest the energy from the SMFC, we
characterized the SMFC by cyclically charging and discharging the
350 F capacitor. The capacitor was charged and discharged cycli-
cally from a discharging potential (Vd) of 0 V to a charging potential
(Vc) of 500 mV for at least 3 weeks.

The energy (Wc) stored in the capacitor when the capacitor was
charged from Vd to Vc was calculated using Eq. (1) [24,25].

Wc = 1
2 C(Vc

2 − V2
d ) (1)

The average power (Pavg) generation in a single charging cycle
was calculated by dividing the total energy stored in the capaci-
tor by the charging time, as shown in Eq. (2). The charging time
(tc − td) was calculated by subtracting the time when the capacitor
was discharged (td) from the time when the capacitor was charged

(tc).

Pavg = Wc

(tc − td)
= 1

2

C(V2
c − V2

d )

(tc − td)
(2)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the PMS

.2. Power management system

The custom-designed power management system consisted of
nergy storing devices (capacitors), a charge pump for automatic
epowering of the system, two DC/DC converters, and digital logic
o control energy storage and use (Fig. 2).

.2.1. Initial energy storing capacitor and transmitter capacitor
The energy produced by the SMFC was stored in a capacitor

alled the initial energy storing capacitor (IESC). This capacitor was
onnected directly to the SMFC. A 350 F ultracapacitor (Maxwell@)
as capable of storing enough energy for sensor operation. The

ransmitter capacitor (TC) stored energy at a higher potential to be
sed by the transmitter. The TC was placed after the first DC/DC
onverter (DC/DC1) and was charged to 4.07 V before the trans-
ission started. We found that a 10 F capacitor was capable of

toring enough energy to generate 2.5 W for 5 s, which was enough
o operate the sensor and transmit the data.

.2.2. Determining the size of the capacitors
The size of the capacitors was determined based on the energy
equirement of the sensor and telemetry system (Fig. 3). For each
easurement by the sensor and data transmission by the telemetry

ystem the rated energy requirement was 1.77 J (Fig. 3). To sup-
ly this energy to the sensor and telemetry system, DC/DC2 (80.6%
fficiency) drew 2.20 J from the TC. This energy was used to cal-

IESC DC/DC1
70.0% Efficiency TC

3.14 J 2.20 J
SMFC

3.14 J

Fig. 3. Energy flow diagram of each transmission of the 2.5 W
ensor and the telemetry system.

culate the size of the TC using Eq. (1), with Vc and Vd at 4.07 and
4 V, respectively. The Vc and Vd values were chosen based on the
efficient operating potential range of the DC/DC2. We found that
a 7.79 F TC was needed to obtain 2.2 J. Since a 7.79 F capacitor was
not available the TC was rounded up to 10 F.

The energy supplied to the TC came from the IESC after a loss at
DC/DC1. Thus, the energy flow from the IESC was 2.20/0.70 = 3.14 J
because DC/DC1 was 70% efficient. The size of the IESC needed to
obtain this energy from the SMFC was calculated using Eq. (1). Vc

(used in Eq. (1)) was set based on the SMFC potential available under
load condition, and Vd was set by the minimum potential of the IESC
needed to allow for efficient operation of the system. When a load
was applied, the SMFC potential normally varied between 0.3 and
0.4 V. We set Vc to the maximum potential, 0.4 V. Vd was set to
0.375 V to allow the IESC to fluctuate to a maximum of 25 mV. The
size of IESC that we calculated was 324 F. We rounded up to 350 F,
which was the next size available commercially.

2.2.3. The charge pump and automatic repowering
A charge pump and a feedback circuit were added to the PMS for
automatic starting or repowering. We used an ultra-low potential
charge pump (S-822Z24). The charge pump jump-starts the DC/DC1
automatically when the IESC accumulates a sufficient energy. Once
the system is started, the charge pump is disabled to ensure higher
power efficiency of the overall power management system. It then

DC/DC2
80.6% Efficiency

Sensor and 
Telemetry 

System

2.20 J 1.77 J

 

PMS, which was used to determine the capacitor sizes.
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emains disabled until repowering is necessary. We found that a
inimum of continuous 3 mW is required to charge the TC. If the

ower of the SMFC drops below 3 mW, the PMS shuts down. When
he SMFC produces more than 3 mW of power again, the charge
ump repowers the PMS automatically.

.2.4. The DC/DC converters
A DC/DC converter is an electronic device which converts a low

otential to a higher potential by consuming current. However, a
C/DC converter has a limited ability to increase a low potential

o a high potential at which it can operate stably [26]. The boost
atio for a DC/DC converter is defined by the ratio of the input and
utput potentials. The maximum boost ratio (MBR) is defined as
he theoretical highest boost ratio at which a DC/DC converter can
perate without the output voltage collapsing; it can be calculated
rom equations given in the literature [26]. For our 2.5 W sys-
em the required boost ratio vary from Vout/Vin = 5 V/0.3 V = 16.67
o Vout/Vin = 5 V/0.4 V = 12.5 considering the SMFC potential varies
rom 0.3 to 0.4. Vout is the potential required by the sensor and
elemetry system to operate (5 V), and Vin is the potential of the
MFC under load (0.3–0.4 V). We calculated theoretical MBR for a
ingle DC/DC converter [26] to be 4.48, which is lower than the
equired boost ratio (16.67) for our application. Therefore, we used
wo cascaded DC/DC converters. Given that the output of DC/DC1
as 4.07 V, which was used as the input potential of DC/DC2 to cal-

ulate the boost ratio of DC/DC2, with an input potential of 4.07 V,
he boost ratio for DC/DC2 is 5 V/4.07 V = 1.23. This ensures that two
C/DC converters will provide the required 2.5 W power.

.2.5. Digital logic
We designed electronics to control the operation of each DC/DC

onverter separately. When enough energy accumulated in the
ESC, the charge pump jump-started DC/DC1 automatically. DC/DC1
harged the TC to 4.07 V, which triggered the potential compara-
or to generate a logic high signal to the OR gate. After the logic
igh signal reached the OR gate, the output of the OR gate changed
o logic high, enabling DC/DC2. At that point, the microcontroller
as turned on and sent a feedback logic high signal to the OR gate,
hich ensured that the power would remain on until the micro-

ontroller had successfully sent the serial data to the transmitter
nd the transmission was successful. Once the transmission was
uccessful, the microcontroller sent a feedback logic low signal to
he OR gate, which disabled DC/DC2 and removed power from the
ensor and telemetry system.

.2.6. Calculating the power efficiency of the PMS
The efficiency of the PMS is determined by measuring the power

fficiency of the DC/DC converters, assuming that the power con-
umption by the other components can be ignored. The digital logic,
omparator, and temperature sensor bias currents combined are
bout 30 �A, small enough to ignore. The power efficiency of the
harge pump was measured at about 22.5%; however, it only oper-
tes during short periods (typically 7 s) when the system is being
epowered, so its power consumption is negligible. The power effi-
iency of a DC/DC converter can be expressed as

= 100 × Pout

Pin
(3)

Since DC/DC1 and DC/DC2 are cascaded, the overall system effi-
iency can be approximated as
system = �DC/DC1 × �DC/DC2 (4)

.2.7. Demonstrating the ability of the PMS to deliver 2.5 W
To demonstrate that the PMS could deliver 2.5 W power, we

ested the output potential of the PMS with a generic load, a 10-
Fig. 4. Characterization of the SMFC. The graphite plate anode (0.2 m2) was polar-
ized against the graphite plate cathode (1.2 m2). The scan rate of the polarization
was 10 mV s−1.

� resistor. The resistor was connected after DC/DC2. The potental
of the TC and the output potential of DC/DC2 were observed. The
power genertion by the PMS was calculated from the equation
P = V2/R, where P is power, V is the output potential of DC/DC2, and
R is the generic load (10 �).

2.3. The sensor and the telemetry system

The telemetry system consisted of one transmitter and one
receiver (brand 9XTendTM OEM) (Fig. 2). The transmitter was
operated at 5 V, which was powered by DC/DC2. The transmitter
required 2.5 W to operate and transmit the data. The telemetry sys-
tem was rated at up to 1/3 miles for indoor/urban conditions and
up to 10 miles for outdoor line of sight conditions. We used a five-
element, 9-dBi yagi (receiving site) and 6′′, 2.1-dBi quarter wave
whip (transmitting side) antennas. As an example application, we
operated a temperature sensor (LM19) which was connected to the
telemetry system (Fig. 2). The sensor consisted of a 5 V Freescale
microcontroller with an integrated 10-bit analog to digital con-
verter. For each measurement, the sensor microcontroller in the
telemetry system took four separate readings at 4-s intervals and
averaged them before transmitting. After the temperature read-
ings were logged, the data were sent asynchronously using a serial
port on the microcontroller to the buffer in the Maxstream radio
modem. From there, the data were transmitted to the receiving
radio modem. If needed, the temperature sensor can simply be
replaced by any other voltammetric sensor by simply feeding the
potential value into the telemetry system.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Characterization of the SMFC

The cell potential, current and power curves showed that the
cell potential decreased linearly with a slope of −0.2 V mA−1 when
the current was less than 60 mA (Fig. 4). Above 60 mA, the slope
decreased to −0.3 V mA−1. This is because of additional potential

loss due to mass transfer limitations at high current. We did not
observe an activation limitation, which is generally observed at
low current as a sharp potential drop [5,27]. Reimers et al. [28] did
not see activation limitations in their sediment microbial fuel cell
deployed in ocean sediments either [28]. However, Rezaei et al. [3]
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it was connected, the potential started to rise. When the poten-
tial of the IESC reached 320 mV, the charge pump was activated,
which jump-started DC/DC1 automatically. DC/DC1 in turn began
to charge the TC (Fig. 7). Since DC/DC1 was drawing additional
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bserved an activation limitation when they simulated a sediment-
ased microbial fuel cell in the laboratory. We should note that the
urrent values shown in Fig. 4 are only possible for a very short time.
hese values are very high compared to what the SMFC can generate
uring long-term energy harvesting under sustainable conditions
29]. The maximum power was observed when the current and the
ell potential were 64 mA and 0.38 V, respectively (Fig. 4), which
orrespond to a 120 mW m−2 power density. Using a similar-sized
node (0.18 m2) in ocean sediment, Tender et al. [5] observed a
8 mW m−2 maximum power density. Similarly, in our previous
tudy, we used the same sizes of anode and cathode and observed
24 mW m−2 maximum power density [1]. We should note again

hat these studies used different polarization techniques and con-
itions, which makes it difficult to compare the values. We used a
otentiostat with a 10 mV s−1 scan rate for our polarization experi-
ents. We observed that the power generation varies significantly

epending on the scan rate. In our previous study (in which we
ere not able to use a potentiostat) we characterized the SMFC
sing a resistor scan in which each resistor was scanned for 30 s [1].
herefore, we conclude that the power estimated from a resistor or
otentiostat scan is only useful for identifying the factors limiting
he power generation, not for actually comparing power between

icrobial fuel cells. For example, in this study we found that at low
urrent (0–60 mA) the power generation is limited by the ohmic
esistance of the electrolyte (Fig. 4). On the other hand, Dumas et
l. [13] and Scott et al. [30] observed that at low current densities
he power generation is limited by the activation resistances of the
lectrode reaction.

Since the power estimated from polarization experiments pro-
ides information only about the controlling factors of the power
eneration and cannot be used as the steady state power of SMFC,
e estimated the steady state power from our SMFC using inter-
ittent energy harvesting [23,25]. Using a 350 F capacitor we found

hat the sustainable power produced by our SMFC was 3.4 mW, giv-
ng a power density of 17 mW m−2. In the ocean cold seep, Reimers
t al. [28] observed a maximum power density of 34 mW m−2

uring the 20–31st days of operation and a decrease in maxi-
um power density to 6 mW m−2 during the 103–114th days of

peration [28]. Dumas et al. [13] also observed power generation
omparable with that of our SMFC. They deployed a microbial fuel
ell in the Mediterranean Sea (Italy) [13] and found that after con-
inuous operation for 17 days their cell produced 4 mW m−2.

.2. Energy harvesting from the SMFC

Energy was harvested from the SMFC using a 350 F capacitor as
he initial energy storing capacitor (IESC). Fig. 5 shows an example
f charging and discharging of the capacitor. Charging the capacitor
rom 0 to 0.5 V took an average of 3.54 ± 0.06 h (Fig. 5). In studies
imilar to ours, Shantaram et al. [21] charged a 4 F capacitor from 0
o 0.5 V in 2 min using a microbial fuel cell with a sacrificial anode
nd Donovan et al. [1] charged a 10 F capacitor in 10 min. Our capac-
tor size was 35 times larger than the capacitor used by Donovan et
l. [1]. Using a linear correlation, a 10 F capacitor should be charged
y our SMFC in 6.12 min. This time is comparable with the charg-

ng time observed by Donovan et al. [1]. We should note that this is
he first time we have demonstrated that a SMFC can charge such a
arge capacitor, which actually allows us to store significant energy
nd generate high power from a SMFC.

.3. Demonstration that the PMS can deliver 2.5 W
Fig. 6 shows the DC/DC2 output potential during power
eneration under a generic load (10-� resistor). The output poten-
ial of DC/DC2 remained stable around 5 V (161.5 to 166.5 s).
his demonstrates that the PMS was able to generate 2.5 W
Fig. 5. Example 350 F capacitor charging and discharging curve obtained using the
SMFC deployed in the Palouse River.

(P = V2/R = 52/10 = 2.5 W). The PMS could handle 10-� load for
approximately 5 s before the potential dropped significantly. Five
seconds is enough to perform a measurement and transmit the data.
After transmission, DC/DC2 shut down completely when the out-
put potential from DC/DC2 dropped below 4 V; however, charging
of the 10 F capacitor continued.

3.4. Data transmission by the PMS

Fig. 7 shows the TC and IESC potential profile during the startup
and data transmission by the 2.5 W telemetry system. The potential
of the IESC was 0 V before it is was connected to the SMFC. Once
Time (Seconds)
160 162 164 166 168 170
1

Fig. 6. The DC/DC2 output potential when a 10-� load was applied after the DC/DC2
converter.
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uous average power, store it in a capacitor and then generate 2.5 W
power for a maximum of 5 s for each charging cycle. The devel-
oped system can be customized to monitor environments more
frequently while transmitting the measured data over longer dis-
tances. We believe that the developed novel concepts of integrating
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ower from the SMFC, the IESC began to charge at a slower rate
nd eventually settled around 395 mV. The IESC potential fluctu-
ted 3–5 mV during each transmission. After DC/DC1 started, the
harge pump was deactivated and the potential on the TC contin-
ed to rise until it reached 4.07 V (inset, Fig. 7), which was enough to
ctivate DC/DC2 and start the data transmission (Fig. 7). Once the TC
otential reached 4.07 V, the potential comparator sent a signal to
he digital logic circuit, which then sent a signal to DC/DC2 to power
p the sensor and telemetry system. Once the temperature sensor
ollected the data, the signal was sent to the transmitter. The trans-
itter typically consumed 2.5 W during each transmission, which

aused the potential of the TC to drop to 4.015 V (inset, Fig. 7). The
ransmissions were 27 ± 2.4 min apart, which gave DC/DC1 the time
eeded to charge the TC to 4.07 V. Once transmission started, the
otential of the TC decreased from 4.070 to 4.015 V.

.5. Example temperature measurement using a wireless sensor
owered by the SMFC

Fig. 8 shows representative temperature data measured using
he developed PMS, and the temperature sensor and telemetry sys-
em powered by the SMFC deployed in the Palouse River. The sensor

easured the ambient temperature near the river. The time inter-
al between data transmissions was 27 ± 2.4 min on average. This
ime interval can be decreased if the power generation by the SMFC
s increased. We found that the time interval fluctuates over time
ue to variation in power generation by the SMFC.

.6. Power efficiency of the PMS

Fig. 9 shows the power efficiency of DC/DC1 with a SMFC input
otential of 395 mV. When DC/DC1 was operated with an output
urrent of about 1 mA the efficiency was 70.0%. The power effi-
iency of DC/DC2 (Fig. 9) was 80.6% with an input potential of 4.07 V
nd an output current of 500 mA. Thus, the overall system efficiency
nder these operating conditions was 70.0% × 80.6% = 56.4%. Since,
ractically the power from SMFC would vary with the environmen-

al conditions such as rain or temperature, we also tested efficiency
f power management system under simulated non-rhythmic con-
itions. A variable series resistance was placed between the SMFC
nd the PMS to simulate non-rhythmic charge–discharge cycles.
e found that the power efficiency did not change.
Time (hours)
8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0

Fig. 8. Temperature data read by the wireless sensor that was powered by the SMFC.

3.7. Application of the developed PMS to other wireless sensors

The developed SMFC and PMS can be used to power other sen-
sors requiring 2.5 W or less power. For example, we could power
light-dependent resistors (LDR), light-emitting diodes (LED), laser
diodes or metal oxide or pH electrodes, which consume 250, 225,
280 and 60 mW, respectively [10]. These power consumptions will
vary depending on the type of telemetry system used.

Our study demonstrates that SMFC can be used to generate
power much higher than the mW levels of previously available. The
SMFC and customized PMS can use approximately 3.4 mW contin-
DC/DC1 Iout (mA)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Fig. 9. Power efficiency versus output current for DC/DC1 with Vin = 395 mV and
Vout = 4.07 V and for DC/DC2 with Vin = 4 V and Vout = 5 V.
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he SMFC, the electronic system and the designed PMS can be used
or remote enviroment monitoring.

. Conclusions

A SMFC producing 3.4 mW average continuous power produce
2.5 W power intermittently, and this power can be used to oper-
ate a wireless sensor.
A SMFC can be used as a renewable alternative power source for
remote sensors requiring high power.
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